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Drinking coffee is almost a national pastime, so there should be nothing standing in your way and a perfect cup of black stuff. A quality manual coffee grinder gives you perfect control over your milling size and won't heat beans while grinding (the way friction from an electric coffee grinder can), helping to
maintain the best possible flavor. A manual coffee grinder is also great for taking in places that don't have a coffee grinder (your office or hotel room, for example) or for use in camping trips or other places where you don't have access to a power outlet. The hard part is choosing the best manual coffee
grinder. You should consider a wide range of factors, such as the burr type and burr material, how much coffee you are able to grind immediately, and the number of milling settings. Learn about all this and more in this guide to manual coffee grinders, and check out our favorites, too. Key
EstimatesBurrType: Manual coffee grinders use either conical or flat burrs to crush coffee beans into small particles. The most common conical burrs grind beans in two slightly different particle sizes. This is great for espresso, but can negatively affect the taste of other brewing methods. Flat burrs give
you an extremely consistent grind, resulting in great flavor. Ultimately, however, it won't make enough of a difference in overall flavor for the average coffee drinker to notice. Manual coffee grinders with flat burrs are more expensive than their conical counterparts. Material: The burrs in your manual coffee
grinder are either stainless steel or ceramic. Stainless steel burrs tend to be less expensive, but the sharp edges of burrs will wear out over time, making your mill less efficient. Ceramic burrs retain their sharp edge more or less indefinitely. Some coffee experts also say that you get coffee with more body
than ground beans with ceramic burrs. CapacityCheck the ability of your selected manual coffee grinder because this will dictate how much coffee you can grind in a year. Some models only allow you to grind coffee for one or two cups at a time, while larger models have a s large enough capacity for four
to six cups. PortabilityDiagnosed manual coffee grinders may have more capacity, but they are also less portable. Compact models, especially those without glass, are easier to get when traveling. Expert TipSome manual coffee grinders have measuring markings on the container so you can quickly and
easily tell how much coffee you have ground. STAFFBestReviewsManual coffee grinders tend to be made mainly by steel with glass containers and either glass or plastic funnels, or have a wooden base with a metal hopper. The material doesn't make much difference to overall performance, so choose
whichever you want the look of the best. Grind settings The beauty of manual coffee grinders that generally have a large number of milling settings, generally between 10 and 20, allowing you to get exactly the milling size you want. Some have stepless milling settings, giving you even more control and
precision. ContainerThe container is the part of the manual coffee grinder that collects ground coffee. Generally, we prefer those made of glass or metal with a clear window, so you can see how much coffee you have ground. Some containers have lids so they can double as storage boxes for any ground
coffee that you don't use right away. Expert TipIf you like to grind coffee beans in one batch for use over the next day or two, keep the ground beans fresh by storing them in an airtight container in a cool, dark place, but not in the refrigerator. STAFFBestReviewsPrices of manual coffee grinders range
from about $10 to over $100. Inexpensive: You can buy a basic manual coffee grinder for between $10 and $30. The cheapest of these may not have many features, but you can find some decent models in this price range. They generally have conical steel burrs and a fairly small capacity. Mid-range:
These manual coffee grinders are priced between $30 and $60. You shouldn't have to pay more than that unless you require true professional results. You can find some excellent models with ceramic burrs in this price range. Expensive: High-end manual coffee grinders start at about $80 and can cost as
much as $150 to $200 in some cases. These are generally designed for professional use and can grind particularly quickly or have a greater capacity. These mills are generally rough and durable, and many offer greater control over the size of the milling. Expert TipA apple base helps prevent your
manual coffee grinder from slipping across the counter as you grind. STAFFBestReviews Take the time to learn how to use your coffee grinder manual. Although not complex, each model has its own quirks. We advise you to read the manual and do some testing before you get serious. Think about how
often you will use your coffee grinder. If you will only use your manual mill when traveling or camping, a $100 model would be excessive. On the other hand, if you're a coffee lover who will use it daily, you'll notice the difference when using a high-end model. Think about the kind of coffee you like.
Different coffee makers and manufacturing methods require different milling sizes. For example, a French press requires a coarse grind, while an espresso maker requires a thin grind. how easy it is to load. It is harder to load coffee beans into a manual coffee grinder with a narrow opening. Although we
stand by our five favorite manual coffee grinders, we found some other models during our research that were extremely close to making the cut. The Eparé Grinder Coffee Manual has 15 milling settings so you can get your coffee exactly as you like. Like. grinds smoothly and easily and holds 60 grams of
beans. The affordable Mueller Austria Manual Coffee Grinder is an extremely stable option that uses conical burrs to grind your coffee. What we love about the Shanik Manual Coffee Grinder is that the container includes a handy lid so it can double as a storage container for your excess ground coffee.
Frequently asked questions. How do you use a manual coffee grinder? A. First, fill the hopper at the top of the mill with the whole coffee beans and choose the desired grinding setting. Then turn the crank. As the coffee reaches the desired level of roughness, it falls into the container below. Q. What is the
best way to clean my manual coffee grinder? A. The accumulated oils in your coffee grinder can affect the taste of your coffee, so you should occasionally take the grinder apart to clean it, as well as regularly clean the pot and hopper. The exact method for disassembly depends on the model you have, so
check the owner's manual. Once you take them all apart, you can wash each piece in hot, soapy water. Be sure to rinse and dry each piece well before re-assembly. Q. How long does it take to grind the beans in a manual coffee grinder? A. This will vary slightly depending on how much coffee you're
grinding and how coarse or fine a grind you're trying to achieve, but it should take you about two to four minutes to grind enough beans to make a couple of cups of coffee. Many of us put a lot of money into the coffee beans we buy and the machines we use to make it, but they think nothing of the humble
mill that sits between them. It's a shame - a good mill can make a big difference. This week we're looking for five of the best, based on your nominations. Dear Lifehacker, I'm ready to take the plunge to make better coffee, and I have all my tools... Read moreNumber a week, we asked you which burr
mills you thought were the best-specific burr mills, which made sure you get a uniform, solid grind tailored to the method or machine you prefer to make your coffee. You've proven tons of great candidates, many from the same handful of companies, some automatic and some manual-some affordable and
some incredibly expensive. Here are your top picks, in no particular order: There are many things that go into brewing a large cup of coffee, but one of the most important Read moreHario Skerton Ceramic Coffee MillG/O Media can get a $10 commission from your first coffee BagThe Hario Skerton is
ceramic burr mill that works manually, portable, and affordable. It will set you back $28 on Amazon, hold plenty of coffee for your breakfast brew (about 100g at a time, so if you do a lot you can get a couple of grinding sessions), offer a nice, consistent grind and a comfortable handle while you're using it,
and it's easy to clean out when you're done. It's light, and even if you don't, you do. this with included coffee container, installs a standard mason jar, so you can attach it to one of them and grind it into the contents of your heart. The bottom is rubber so it doesn't slip around your countertops while you're
smoothing, either. G/O Media can get a $333,974 commission purchased from readersThe Skerton was a popular choice in our nominations thread, and those of you who lent your support to it noted that it is probably one of the best quality/price mills you can find. It's a manual, so you'll get a workout
every morning when you want to make coffee, but if you're not in the market (or budget) for a super-expensive automatic grinder, this is a great, portable alternative. It's not perfect though-some of you mentioned inconsistent grinds when you're set to medium-sized or coarser grinds, and one of you
mentioned that the nut on top will loosen while you use it (something an Amazon critic noted that you could fix with a stainless split-ring lock washer from your local hardware store). You can read more praise and thoughts in his appointment thread here. One of you even suggested placing a rechargable
screwdriver in Skerton for semi-automatic grinding. Now there's a life hack I can get back. Baratza EncoreThe Baratza Encore is an automatic conical burr grinder, with a storage bun on top for all your coffee and a catch pot for ground coffee at the bottom. It sports over 40 different milling settings, and as
far as automatic mills go, it's relatively affordable at about $130 on Amazon. A quick twist of the button on the side will give you coffee perfectly ground for whatever your favorite coffee preparation can be, whether it's drip, type, or pour-over. Encore may not be the target of Baratza's best mill, but it's
definitely the best for coffee lovers at home or people who aren't willing to spend hundreds and hundreds just to get a good consistent grind every morning. It's been praised by coffee reviewers (and criticized, more on this at a time), and does a good job of getting a consistent grind without heating up
your coffee beans or getting too loud (though not particularly quiet, either.) Encore is the successor to the hugely popular Maestro, and follows in its footing in both design and build quality. It is a durable, reliable mill, and many of you have particularly highlighted Baratza's superior customer service in case
you have problems with it. G/O Media can get a $1391181 commission purchased from Encore won a lot of support in the call for thread contenders, and many of you specifically noted that it's an incredible budget mill for someone who doesn't want a manual, but also doesn't want to blow the budget just
for the mill for their coffee. It's a good compromise between luxury and affordability, and if you want to save even more, Baratza offers refumbs refumbs guarantees right from the factory on their website every Thursday. The Encore isn't perfect though-many people complain that it can be a dirty grinder,
and thinner blooms will end up falling out of the grinding pot at the bottom, making the thing a pain to clean. Some people report inconsistent grinding quality as well, and note that they can't make a proper espresso grind if that's what you're looking for. However, for presses, drips, pour-overs,



Aeropresses, or whatever, it's a great market. You can read more in his appointment thread here. Capresso 560 Infinity Burr GrinderThe Capresso Infinity is an affordable automatic burr mill that is even more affordable than most others in its class. It comes in at $89 on Amazon, sporting a conical steel
burr mill on top with a storage container for all your beans, and a catch grind at the bottom for the ground coffee you plan to use. Capresso boasts a range of grinds from ultra-fine Espresso or Turkish-style coffee all the way to the coarser grinds you'll need for pressed coffee. The upper compartments are
easy to disassemble for cleaning, and the mill even sports pulse grinding options if you prefer. Best of all it's sports a nice, slow grind so your beans and grinds don't get hot, and everyone at home doesn't wake up once you turn it on. Infinity packs 16 individual milling settings, comes in black (shown
above), brushed silver, and stainless steel (for a premium price.) Either way though, if you're looking for a big mill at a budget-friendly price, this is a good one to choose from. G/O Media can get a $903489 commission purchased from readersIn the nominations thread though, the Capresso Infinity was a
popular choice but a well-discussed one. Many of you stressed its affordability and great grind for money, but others of you noted that it has a few drawbacks. for one, the funnel comes out of the base at an angle of almost 90 degrees, which means it's hard to get all your reasons out unless you're
meticulous enough about it. Others of you though noted that you have never had a problem and are completely reliable, and that the fine setting is really nice-something other mills have not been able to achieve. One of you even said that you had to replace the plastic parts over the years just because
you used it so much. Either way, you can read more in the nomination thread here. Hario Coffee Mill Slim GrinderThe Hario Slim is a positively small, portable manual burr mill that is small enough to camping with you or pack in your luggage if you want to make sure you have a good cup anywhere you
happen to be wandering around. It's also affordable, coming in at under $25 on Amazon. Like most Hario models, the Slim disassembles easily for cleaning, and the funnel milling at the bottom is big enough to hold enough coffee for most preparations in the morning, especially things like French Presses,
or spill. The mill is ceramic, so you don't have to worry about it rusting with cleaning, and the handle is disconnected for even easier cleaning. It's lightweight, so using it can be a bit difficult, but the burrs are sharp and strong enough to handle what you throw at it with a consistent, solid grind that is perfect
for any preparation. You'll get a little bit of a workout using it, too. The best part is that Slim is actually the perfect size to dispense directly into the mouth of Aeropress, so if this is your preferred coffee maker, you're in for a treat. G/O Media can get a $331,368 commission purchased from readersThe
Hario Slim won nothing but praise in the nominations thread. All of you note that the best thing about manual mills is how quiet it is (especially compared to automatics), and that Slim has just enough coarse options that you can get a nice fine grind for espresso or a thick one for a press. All of you praised
slim for being affordable, portable, and easy to clean and store, and praised ceramic burrs for their longevity. One of you even noted that you have another for spices, and another of you even noted that you hooked the wireless drill into it when you feel lazy-another Hario hack like the one we mentioned
above. You can read them all in the nomination thread here. Baratza PrecisoThe Preciso is at the high end of the Baratza consumer burr mill range, offering incredibly accurate (so name) adjustments to the grind that can be called to your exact tastes. The Preciso is capable of nice, espresso quality
grinds, which you'll probably need if you have a home espresso machine, something some of the other mills in Baratza composition have difficulty with. You'll pay for it though, the Preciso will set you back $300 on Amazon. It still offers 40 individual Baratza milling options, the conical burr grinder on top
with a storage funnel for beans on top and grinds at the bottom, and even packs a holder for your espresso filter so you can grind directly into it without having to grind in the funnel and disassemble just to get one or two shots of espresso from the grinder. Of course, while the Preciso is all about
espresso, it works fine for other brewing methods as well, from drip to pour over, and is able to coarse, even grind as well. Indpendent reviewers tend to love Preciso, and note that it is capable of a more consistent grind than some of the others in his family, and note that it is perfect for the transition from
to press on just a few clicks. G/O Media can get a commissionTautria from you who appointed the Preciso noted that its high price is enough to put off many people, but if you have an espresso machine at home or you are a huge coffee drinker, you should have a grinder that can match the coffee
preparations you prefer. Taking into account the by many home espresso manufacturers, this mill can be just the ticket for a perfect brew, every time. Some of you noted that the Preciso is great for espresso and its construction is very espresso focused, so that while it can be set for coarser grinding, it
has more trouble with them than other mills. Similarly, you pointed out that when you had a problem with it, Baratza's customer service came riding to the rescue, which is something you really can't stress enough when you spend that kind of money on a kitchen appliance. You can read more in his
appointment thread here. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them on an all-out ballot to determine the winner. This week's honorary mention comes out at the Breville BCG800XL Smart Grinder, a fully automatic smart grinder that is able to grind espresso-fine coffee and coarse drip or type
coffee right after another. All you have to do is tell the mill how you prepare your coffee and how much of it you plan to make. No knobs to call or settings to fiddle with-the grinder handles the rest and even spits out the right amount of grind for the service you plan to prepare. Of course, if you have the
most demanding models, you can bypass its settings and grind as much or as little as you want, too. This conical burr mill will set you back close to $200 on Amazon, and you can read more first-hand experiences in the nominations thread. G/O Media can get a CommissionWant to make the case for your
personal favorite even if it wasn't included in the list? Remember, the top five are based on your most popular nominations since the invitation to the thread candidates earlier in the week. Don't just complain about the top five, let us know what your preferred alternative is and make your case for it in the
discussions below. Hive Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite had stayed out, you didn't get the nominations needed in the call for position candidates to make the top five. We understand it's a bit of a popularity contest. Do you have a proposal for Hive Five?
Email us at tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo title by David Joyce. Joyce.
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